EMPOWERING FOR BETTER HEALTH
DECISIONS

WHAT IS YOUR DNA PROFILE?

A new world of Genetic Discovery
With Quibble Genomics, you are equipped with
customized information about your DNA in a
visual, easy to understand actionable format. As
and when new knowledge becomes available,
Quibble Genomics keeps you up-to-date through
the GeneCluesTM mobile app. Quibble Genomics
can and if opted by you will provide you
recommendations for the latest clinical high
precision genetic panel tests that are relevant to
your DNA in an easy to access format.

Your health is determined by a combination of
factors - your genes, your environment, and your
lifestyle. You can’t change your genes, but you
can make decisions to change your environment
and lifestyle habits.
Knowing your genetic makeup can help you
make the right choices and give you the tools for
an improved quality of life.

NEW CANCER LAB PARTNERSHIP

See your DNA like never before
The only partnership that offers a comprehensive
genetic profile with mobile accessible test results.

DNA holds the trigger for poor health, but it is
the environment that pulls the trigger.

• Unprecedented high quality genomics

Genotyping enables new insights to your health
and getting established with your genetic profile
is the first step to taking charge of your life’s
environment.

• Now available with poly tumor insights
• At clinical pace of faster than any other

competitor (less than 3 weeks from order-toonline results)!
• Visual easy-to-understand results
• Allowing sharing and discussing results with

patients and professionals in confidential
clinical setting.
• Insurance options available. Register your

clinic today!
For more information visit:
www.QuibbleMD.com

www.QuibbleMD.com/order

DNA AT YOUR FINGER TIPS

Download for FREE !!!
GeneClues™ App

IT IS ALL IN YOUR GENES

GET GENOTYPED TODAY

TIMELY ALERTS TO
KEEP YOU INFORMED

GENETIC
COUNSELING

SEQUENCING
OPTIONS

CONVENIENT SAMPLE
COLLECTION!

GeneCluesTM mobile app
keeps you well informed
about you and your
loved ones with
personalized health
news alerts!

All high precision genetic
panel tests come with
insightful counseling to
help you plan and take
control.

Quibble Genomics
offers options for
differing budgets - basic
Genotype or Whole
Genome offer crucial
DNA that is uniquely
you!

Phlebotomist services are
available nationwide.
Quibble Genomics
operations will contact
you to schedule a
convenient time to collect
your saliva or blood
sample at a location of
your choice or your home.

GENOTYPING

IMPROVING BIO SAMPLE QUALITY

Genotyping is the process of determining which genetic
variants an individual possesses. Genotyping requires
prior knowledge of the variants you want to analyze and
Quibble Genomics uses the best technology available on
the market to give you the most. Quibble Genomics calls
this a “basic genome” which is really where most people
start.

Your bio-sample (saliva, blood) plays an important
role and many providers delegate the risk to you to
handle a spit-kit at home yourself. Quibble
Genomics recommends a blood sample as saliva is
not the best option for many causing further delays
to your most important information about you or
your patient.

Whole genome ideally captures all DNA including even
the parts which the field of science hasn’t determined
exact purpose for. It really is the best thing you can
acquire as it will have all the information and you will
learn little by little every year and Quibble Genomics
keeps you up-to-date.

A phlebotomist is a certified person that takes the
hassle out of you doing all yourself as the expert
comes to you to collect the sample. Alternately, you
may choose to do it even quicker and visit the lab
nearest to you for providing your sample. Call
today for lab choices near you!

